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Abstract

Both in the U.S. and in Europe there is a debate on methodology in legal research. Doctrinalists and multidisciplinarians appear to be in different camps fighting over the ‘true nature’ of legal scholarship. We wonder where this renewed attention for methodology is coming from and what is behind it. Should European legal scholars follow certain colleagues in the U.S. who believe that doctrinal research is dead and should we all engage in law and… research now? If not, does this imply that there is nothing wrong with mainstream European doctrinal legal scholarship? We believe the latter is not the case. Our hypothesis is that an increased instrumentalisation of European law, and legal research has decreased the attention for methodology, for legal theory, and for keeping enough professional distance to ones object of research. This has, among others, resulted in a lack of scholarly criticism towards European integration. We will argue that the answer to this problem is not to try to put doctrinal legal research out with the garbage. Instead, we suggest it should be revitalized so that it is up for the challenges that European law is facing.
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I. Setting the Scene

1. Is Doctrinal Legal Research Dead?

On June 10th 2008, the newly established Research Group for Methodology of Lawmaking and Legal Research of Tilburg University’s law faculty organized a kick-off conference about the importance of methodological awareness in lawmaking and legal research. Two of the keynote speakers, Professor Dame Hazel Genn (Socio-legal studies: University College London) and Professor Eric Posner (Law & economics: Chicago Law School) held a passionate plea for more emphasis on multidisciplinary legal research, which was welcomed by the audience. Eric Posner, however, went a lot further than just arguing for an enrichment of traditional legal scholarship with empirical methods or economic insights. In his lecture, he claimed that ‘doctrinal legal research is dead’.

Posner’s statement, first and foremost, referred to the situation in the U.S. but judging from his response to questions from the audience, he seemed quite convinced that law schools in Europe will sooner or later follow America’s footsteps in burying ‘black letter law’.1 Doctrinal legal research might still be useful for legal practice but it has little to do with science, appeared to be the message. In this contribution we will argue that if Posner actually meant what he said, he is wrong, not only for the situation in the Netherlands but for Europe more in general. It is more likely that on this side of the Atlantic doctrinal and non-doctrinal approaches towards law and legal research are becoming more intertwined.

Interesting with respect to the claim that doctrinal research is dead, or at least close to death, is that Richard Posner, another prominent member of the Chicago School of Law & economics, and judge in the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, recently defended quite a different position than his son did in Tilburg.2 In a sparkling debate with the former dean of Colorado Law School, Professor Pierre Schlag, Posner senior claims that ‘The law schools need legal analysts, not merely as teachers but also as scholars. Doctrinal analysis cannot be left to judges. As Schlag puts it, ‘Courts have dockets. Legal academics have time. Given this asymmetry, the academics could always outdo the courts in the intricacy of their analyses. In one of his latest books, he adds to this that sound doctrinal research is intellectually demanding, requiring vast knowledge and the ability to synthesize fragmentary materials.’ According to Posner senior, this type of research is important for the vitality of the legal system and of greater social value than much esoteric interdisciplinary legal scholarship. We fully

---

1 In theory it is possible that the current credit crunch led to modesty in the Chicago School of Law & Economics about the scientific possibilities to predict the effects of regulatory interventions to ‘fix’ malfunctioning financial markets. At first sight, however, this seems unlikely looking at the recommendations to restore the market for mortgages at the lowest possible costs. See <http://www.thebigmoney.com/articles/mothers-milk/2009/03/03/better-cheaper-mortgage-fix>. After all, was the search for lowest costs ‘solutions’ not one of the major drivers behind the collapse of the financial sector in general and the mortgage market in particular?


agree with Richard Posner that doctrinal research cannot be left to judges and other legal practitioners. At the same time, we also believe that the negative image concerning legal doctrine that Eric Posner apparently shares with so many others has much to do with the formalism and the strong divide between the law as it is and the law as it ought to be, which are all too often associated with a dogmatic approach towards academic legal research. Especially interdisciplinarians often perceive doctrinalists to be intellectually rigid, inflexible, formalistic, and inward-looking. Other accusations include that doctrinalists show an unhealthy preoccupation with technicalities, often focus on unimportant topics, repeat existing knowledge, and fail to connect law to life by assessing the real world consequences of doctrinal frameworks. Proceeding otherwise would, according to Deborah Rhode, require significant time, money, and non-legal expertise, which she believes most authors of doctrinal work are more than happy to avoid. As a consequence, many doctrinal works are ‘glutted with theory and starved for facts’, according to Rhode. Pierre Schlag goes even further. He feels that much of the doctrinal research in the U.S. can be labelled as ‘case law journalism’. Many scholarly legal publications offer little more than comments on recent court rulings.

2. Problem Definition

As we have just shown, in the U.S. a debate on legal scholarship and methodology is going on between, at least, two camps: ‘doctrinalists’ and ‘multidisciplinarians’. Especially the elite law schools seem to move away from doctrinal research, whereas in education legal doctrine is still leading. In Europe, on the other hand, doctrinal legal research does not appear to be under attack (yet). Nevertheless, a debate on the scientific nature of legal research in general is emerging. The Netherlands is probably one of the first European countries where methodology of law and legal research became an issue (again) with many references to the situation in the U.S. An interesting conclusion of the latest Dutch research assessment exercise is that law is a ‘discipline in transition’. According to the evaluation committee, it is moving from a national to a more European and international discipline, from a teaching monopoly towards competition for students, from service-oriented towards legal practice to a purpose in itself, from overhead financing towards competitive financing and contract research, from single- to multi- and interdisciplinarity, and last but not least from implicit traditions to more focus on methodology.
We wonder where this renewed attention for legal scholarship and methodology is coming from and what is behind it. The trend is obvious and can be observed in many countries. However, it seems as if the Dutch debate is perhaps special in the sense that there is a debate running through various disciplines: public, private, national, international law etc. There are dozens of articles now, and the debate has, as we already mentioned, even drawn the attention of the national research assessment exercise. It seems likely that sooner or later this debate will spread to the rest of Europe and to European law as such. The first signs of this are already there. Recently Hesselink has, for example, argued that the Europeanization of private law is gradually blurring the dividing line between internal and external perspectives towards legal research, with their respective methods. According to him, this increases the need for a new European legal methodology. But the question is of course: what does that entail: a European legal methodology? Should European legal scholars follow their colleagues in the U.S. and abandon doctrinal legal research altogether at a moment where prominent legal scholars in the U.S. are already making a U-turn in order to try to restore the doctrinal tradition? If the answer is no, does this imply that there is nothing wrong with European legal scholarship?

We believe the latter is not the case. There probably is something wrong with European legal scholarship and the study of European law. Our hypothesis is that an increased instrumentalization of law and legal research has decreased the attention for methodology, for legal theory (theory-building), and for keeping enough professional distance to one's object of research, which on its turn has resulted in a lack of scholarly criticism towards European integration. We will argue that the answer to this problem is not to put doctrinal legal research out with the garbage. Instead we suggest it should be revitalized so that it is up for the challenges that European legal scholarship is facing, such as, increased multilevel governance, plurality of legal sources, and mixtures between different modes of government and governance.

3. Is the Debate About the Scientific Nature of Legal Doctrine New?

The debate about the scientific nature of legal doctrine is actually a rather old one. It has strong predecessors dating back to at least the 19th century, when legal formalism (Begriffsjurisprudenz) clashed with naturalism. Famous is, for instance, the speech that Julius von Kirchmann, a German Judge, gave in Berlin in 1847 before a society of German legal scholars in which he argued:

‘Die Juristen sind ‘Würmer’, die nur vom faulen Holz leben; von dem gesunden sich abwendend, ist es nur das Kranke, in dem sie nisten und weben. Indem die Wissenschaft das Zufällige zu ihrem Gegenstand macht, wird sie selbst zur Zufälligkeit; drei berichtigende Worte des Gesetzgebers, und ganze Bibliotheken werden zu Makulatur.’

Von Kirchmann criticized the arbitrariness in law and argued that doctrinal legal research was not expressing the true spirit of natural law as felt and experienced by the people (‘Volksgeist’). He felt that doctrinal work (Jurisprudenz) was merely a reproduction of what legislators and courts had to say. After Von Kirchmann, other former members of the ‘Historical school’, such as Rudolf von Jhering, followed in his footsteps by taking a distance from the formalism and emphasis on systematization.

In Germany the debate on the scientific nature of legal doctrine reached a new culmination point after the adoption of the new Civil Code, which in the eyes of the member of the Freirechtsschule was using...
legal doctrine as a shield against the legal protection of the working class.\textsuperscript{17} The Freirechtsschule paved the way for the development of legal sociology as well as for other attempts to integrate social science into the legal system. However, the debate went beyond the German particularities and also led to the search for an appropriate legal methodology, one which reaches beyond a mere textual interpretation of cases and statutes and paves the way for the integration of social facts in theories and methods of law and legal interpretation.\textsuperscript{18}

Later more or less similar debates emerged elsewhere. First in the Northern European countries, where Anders Vilhelm Lundstedt, for example, argued that doctrinal research was drenched with superstition instead of based on facts. To redress this he urged legal scholars to take a more empirical perspective on law.\textsuperscript{19} In line with Lundstedt, another prominent member of Scandinavian legal realism, Alf Ross, defended that the principle of verification must also apply to legal doctrine.\textsuperscript{20} Accordingly, doctrinal propositions should be verified against the outcomes of judicial practice. After Scandinavian legal realism came the French May 1968 revolution, in which legal scholars stressed the socio-economic embeddedness of the legal system and the importance of legal research to redress situations of social injustice.\textsuperscript{21} Later on in the paper we will be more elaborate on the impact that the 1968 events had on legal thinking not only from the ‘left’, in order to transform society via law, but also from the ‘right’ ‘to maintain’ and or ‘to re-establish’ the formalist character of the law.

Critics might argue that instrumentalization of the law was going on long before that? Roscoe Pound was, for example, talking about law as a way of ‘social engineering’ already in 1910, and we also mentioned Scandinavian legal realism. Our point is not that there has not been a similar debate on the instrumental use of law in legal and political history. We have chosen 1968, as this constitutes a benchmark for societal change in a number of European countries. It triggered a political debate and it initiated an intellectual wave that challenged the preconceptions of so-called formal a-political law.\textsuperscript{22}

Just like in Europe, the American debate about the virtues and drawbacks of legal dogmatics has had its predecessors. In the U.S. the attack on legal formalism dates back to Oliver Wendell Holmes jr., who wrote that the black letter lawyer does not consider law to be a means to an end and therefore does not care about the social conditions in which the law has to function in the real world. According to Holmes, this is a serious mistake and in ‘The Path of Law’ (1897) he argues in favour of an approach in which law is more than mere logic and includes facts and experience.\textsuperscript{23} Holmes heavily criticized the clinical ‘law as a science’ approach from Christopher Columbus Langdell, the inventor of the so-called case-method, who believed that legal research was first of all a matter of induction and formal logic. Langdell argued that law

\begin{quote}
‘consists of certain principles or doctrines. To have such a mastery of these is to be able to apply them with constant facility and certainty to the ever-tangled skein of human affairs, is what constitutes a true lawyer; and hence to acquire that mastery should be the business of every earnest student of law.’\textsuperscript{24}
\end{quote}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{17} A. Menger, Das Bürgerliche Recht und die besitzlosen Volksklassen. Eine Kritik des Entwurfs eines Bürgerlichen Gesetzbuches für das Deutsche Reich, 1890.
\bibitem{18} Dugiut, Salleilles and Gény, Méthode d’Interprétation et Sources en Droit Privé Positif, 1899/2nd edition 1919.
\bibitem{19} A.V. Lundstedt, Die Unwissenschaftlichkeit der Rechtswissenschaft, Berlin: Verlag für Staatswissenschaften und Geschichte, 1932.
\bibitem{22} There is an abundant literature on the effects of the 1968 revolution/revolt on the society in a number of Member States, analysing the pros and cons of the then initiated transformation processes.
\bibitem{23} O.W. Holmes jr., The Path of Law, Harvard Law Review 1897, 457 (469).
\end{thebibliography}
Holmes, however, did not accept Langdell’s idea that all the relevant ‘empirical’ materials of legal science are contained in printed books and that the library is to legal scholars what laboratories are to chemists and physicists. In a review of Langdell’s second edition of his famous casebook, he acknowledged the advantages of a more scientific approach to law and legal research but only for as long as it does not result in clinical syllogistic reasoning:

> ‘As a branch of anthropology, law is an object of science; the theory of legislation is a scientific study, but (…) to reduce the concrete details of an existing system to the merely logical consequence of simple postulates is always in danger of becoming unscientific, and of leading to a misapprehension of the nature of the problem and the data.’

According to Holmes, the ‘bad man’ serving as a role model for the judiciary does not care for one moment about axioms and deduction but is only interested in what the courts will do in fact. Inspired by Holmes but also by the German Interessenjurisprudenz and Freirechtsschule, Roscoe Pound developed his ‘sociological jurisprudence’ in the beginning of the 20th century underlining the importance of the societal effects of law and lawmaking, and taking into account the gap that often exists between the law in ‘the books and the law in action’.

Pound’s instrumentalistic view on law and lawmaking was the starting point for what is now known as American legal realism. Basically, one can say that American legal realists tried to link the indeterminacy of especially judicial lawmaking with the need to draw on extra-legal considerations to resolve disputes. That of course requires multidisciplinary approaches to the study of law in order to be able to build legal decisions on sound knowledge about the sociological, anthropological, economic etcetera foundations of society.

All this is just to show that the current debate is certainly not new. It is an old if not an endless debate on the role and function of doctrinal research and how it should be conceived. Moreover, the debate seems to revolve in cycles with periods in which formalism is dominant alternating with periods of attention for the societal and economic relevance of law. Therefore, if doctrinal legal research has ever been dead, it has until today always succeeded in rising from the grave.

4. Today: An Anglo-American or Again Also a European Debate?

Where some have argued in the past that interdisciplinarians often produce such abstract knowledge that it has little relevance for legal practice, those who criticize doctrinal research normally do not claim that this research has no value for legal practice. In fact much of the criticism towards doctrinal legal research appears to be either outdated or lacking a clear focus.

As far as the first point is concerned; almost no doctrinalist still sees legal research as a matter of discovering the divine law that is somewhere out there waiting to be found in order to provide the one and only right answer to a legal problem. Doctrinal scholarship has definitely moved beyond this.

Regarding the second point, it seems typical that in an overview of the disadvantages of a doctrinal approach in writing a law dissertation by Michael Salter and Julie Mason, the authors count no less

29  In the same sense Michael Pendleton, Non-empirical Discovery in Legal Scholarship – Choosing, Researching and Writing a Traditional Scholarly Article, in: Mike McConvilie and Wing Hong Chui, Research Methods for Law, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2007, p. 162.
than 42 ‘main objections’.30 These objections vary from being too close to legal practice, helping to disguise judicial discretion and political manipulation in the law-making process, to becoming out of touch with that same legal practice. The latter, because of not paying enough attention to new developments, such as the major challenges that European integration are posing for law and legal research.

At this point a comparison between legal scholarship in the U.S. and the EU seems in place. In the U.S. judge Harry Edwards started a debate in the early 1990s because he felt that legal scholarship and legal practice were moving in opposite directions.31 Edwards claimed: ‘While the schools are moving toward pure theory, the (law) firms are moving toward pure commerce, and the middle ground – ethical practice – has been deserted by both.’32 Edwards’ provocative article has not remained unchallenged though.33 In an interesting and equally provocative book with the catchy title ‘Saving the constitution from lawyers’, Robert J. Spitzer criticizes the fact that most American law students, including the ones who become legal scholars, are still trained as practicing lawyers instead of as academics. Whereas academics examine a problem by collecting information, investigating alternative explanations and testing their assumptions, law students are in the eyes of Spitzer, trained to gather arguments and evidence that support a certain position or focus on a certain desired outcome; they specialize in what he calls the ‘art of persuasion’. In the eyes of Spitzer, this ‘advocacy scholarship’ is not scholarship at all because it lacks the necessary intellectual openness and is not directed towards advancing the body of knowledge. It is about winning a debate.34

As we mentioned before, there also appears to be an emerging debate in Europe about the ‘true nature’ of law as a science and about the consequences for legal scholarship.35 Until today, however, doctrinal legal research has managed to keep its dominant position both at the national and the European level. We believe this is not necessarily a bad thing as long as it implies that legal scholars in Europe are not cut-off from important developments in legal practice. Nonetheless, in this paper we will argue that as far as some of the most important developments with respect to European integration are concerned, many legal scholars are not asking the right questions simply because they focus too much on EU lawmakers who see European integration as an ongoing process with no horizon and few constitutional limits.

---

32 Ibid, p. 34.
We believe that raising methodological awareness can be an important antidote in the study of European law. It may encourage legal researchers not to limit themselves to recycling what the ECJ or other EU institutions have to say about European law and hence avoid ‘Verzwergung der Rechtswissenschaft zur Rechtsprechungskunde’.

Thus one can come to appreciate that the shift from a generally accepted formalist paradigm to the current post-realist instrumentalist paradigm has created a subtle but profound separation between the law professor’s role as a legal scholar and her role as a law school instructor and service provider to the bar. In the former role, the scholar seeks to understand the nature of law and legal processes and to state what is true as she sees it. In the latter two roles, she is often obliged to abandon the more cynical or radical aspects of her understanding in an effort to help students and practitioners to work effectively within the existing faiths and conventional understandings of the current system.

II. Coping with the Problem

I. Is There Something Wrong with European Legal Scholarship?

Taking into account the lessons from the U.S., a methodology debate in Europe should not start with what separates legal scholars from practitioners. It seems more fruitful to start with a debate about what may be the added value of a scholarly legal approach focussing on the development of positive EU law, compared to what EU institutions and legal practitioners think of it. What sort of new ideas, perspectives, theories and methods can legal scholars generate if they do not just follow law and policy makers but think about why EU law is developing as it does?

Interesting questions emerge in that case. What exactly is the relationship between law, legal research and European integration? Why is European legal research so overwhelmingly policy driven? Why are there so many implicit assumptions in scholarly legal publications, such as: harmonization of laws is good and legal diversity is bad, human rights are a blessing for EU law but economic rights are a curse, consulting stakeholders over new EU laws and policies is right but listening to lobbyists is wrong, transparency in decision-making is good, secrecy bad, and so on. Is it not an important academic responsibility for legal scholars studying EU law to test these implicit assumptions instead of taking them for granted?

Moreover, where has all the academic tradition gone that led scholarly research and legal scholarship to discuss and reveal the relationship between ‘Vorverständnis und Methodenwahl’ (preconception and choice of legal methods), as developed by Josef Esser, whose work on this subject has unfortunately never been translated into English or any other language?

Furthermore, there has been a paradigmatic shift from ‘apolitical’ character of law. He stands for a series of academics worldwide in the late 1960s and early 1970s who highlighted that law and legal systems cannot be disconnected from all sorts of implicit preconceptions that determine others

38 This comes close to the definition of science by the German Constitutional Court that defines science as: serious and systematic attempt to gain new insights, ‘capable of’ external review and criticism, and guided by the regulative ideal of truth. See BVerfG 35, 79/113 (2004) and BVerfG 90, 1 (13/14).
perspective, including e.g. the prevalence of Western democracy over any other political system, the need to guarantee private property, to secure freedom of contract and maintain personal responsibility. These theorists did not advocate for a particular role that law and the legal function should meet. They left us with a strong message that the ‘poet of the tramps’ William Henry Davies enshrined in the following:

‘What is this life if, full of care, We have no time to stand and stare, A poor life this, if full of care, We have no time to stand and stare’ (emphasis added, R.v.G./H.-W.M).

Stand and stare requires self-reflection and self-control of our own premises from where we start our research activities. Methodology can assist in getting a hold of one’s own preconceptions, by challenging us to make our implicit (assumptions) explicit, by raising awareness so that we not only look for confirmation of what we (unconsciously) expect to be the outcome of the research, and by warning us to keep an open eye for alternative explanations and counter-evidence.

2. Herd Behaviour and the Instrumental Use of Law

Our hypothesis is that the answer to the suggested theoretical and methodological deficit that unites so much of today’s legal scholarship are somehow related to the aforementioned developments that occurred in and around 1968, the year of what the French call a ‘revolution’, the Germans remember as a Studentenrevolte, and the Dutch associate with the ‘opstand van arbeiders en studenten’. The events of May 1968, we think, initiated a change in the way the law was perceived not only in states where a political turmoil led to visible changes, but for Europe and the European Union as a whole. What happened is that legal scholarship, in the slipstream of law- and policymakers, gradually drifted away from a critical ‘stand and stare approach’ of Esser and others and slowly became more engaged with the idea that law is a political project and a vehicle for social change. For legislatures all over Europe, the latter resulted in a shift from codification (capturing in laws what grew bottom up from society) towards modification of human and corporate behaviour (legislation as a policy instrument). It soon became clear, though, that it is impossible to steer a highly complex society with a rational central rule approach and detailed instructions. As a consequence, legislatures started to leave the judiciary with more and more discretion by reverting to open texture, legal principles and delegation of lawmaking powers to the executive. Some have even argued that Montesquieu’s concept of the Trias Politica transformed into a Duas Politica in which the executive and the judiciary took over much of the power of the legislature resulting in a more partial and policy-oriented way of lawmaking.

Much has been written about all this, but what has not been researched thoroughly is what the effects of these fundamental changes in lawmaking have been on doctrinal legal scholarship. Since legal research in Europe has always remained close to legal practice, is it not likely that at least some of this policy-orientedness rubbed off on doctrinal legal research? We think this is the case and believe that in particular those scholars studying European law were affected by it because European law had and

41 1871-1940; We borrowed this wonderful metaphor from our colleague Roger Brownsword, who used the poem as a paradigm for what he misses in the current debate on the theoretical foundations of European private law; see R. Brownsword/H.-W. Micklitz/L. Niglia/St. Weatherill (eds.) The Foundations of European Private Law, Hart Publishing Oxford, 2011 forthcoming.
still has no strong doctrinal roots that could have functioned as a barrier against the ongoing instrumentalization of European integration.

In our analysis we will focus on three stages of this development. We would like to distinguish integration through law – the first stage from 1968 until approximately 2002, integration without law, since 2002 and integration beyond law, spurred by the 2005 French and Dutch ‘no’ against a European Constitution, which indirectly underlined the role and function of the charter of fundamental rights. All three stages are united in a particular instrumental understanding of law, of legal scholarship and of legal methodology. We will argue that the instrumental perspective dominates all other possible perspectives on the role of EU law.

We have the feeling that the instrumentalization of European law has had important consequences for legal scholarship as well. It stimulated ‘herd behaviour’. This is a well-known phenomenon in behavioural economics.\(^45\) It describes a behaviour, which has first been identified in the Tulipmania in the 17\(^{th}\) century.\(^46\) Herd behaviour means in essence that B follows A, although B has information that A might be wrong. C, D, E then follow B, as they mistakenly believe that A and B’s decision is based on better or more convincing information than they posses themselves.\(^47\) Herd behaviour also reminds us of the famous parable of the ‘Tragedy of the commons’ in which Garret Hardin describes the situation in which a pasture is open to all herdsmen of a village. In such a situation what may happen is that herdsmen keep adding cattle to the herd beyond the point of overgrazing. Most of the herdsmen will probably not (want to) notice that point has passed, simply because it still seems profitable to add extra animals, while the growing shortage of food is shared with the rest of the herd.\(^48\) As a result the herdsmen follow each other until finally tragedy takes place.

For legal scholarship herd behaviour implies that researchers choose to follow ‘hot topics’ and trends, often initiated by policymakers (e.g. the European Commission) instead of developing their own agendas. What is worse is that they often do it without questioning the preconceptions on which these choices rest and also without realizing the importance of taking an autonomous approach that calls for: justification of the topic choice and for the development of a research design expressing what is new about the research and which methods will be applied. There is an endless list of dissertations, books, articles, etcetera, which simply follow mainstream ideas and ideologies, often developed by policymakers or judges, without questioning these. In many cases the authors do not even bother to explain on whose shoulders they stand, where they deviate from fellow researchers or from mainstream beliefs in practice or, more in general, to what extent they add something to the body of knowledge.


\(^{47}\) Garret Hardin, Tragedy of the Commons, Science 1968, pp. 1243-1248.

Think of e.g. the current conflict around the scope of anti-discrimination rules. The European Union heavily contributed to making anti-discrimination one of its – perhaps even the – ‘guiding’ principle in which a genuine European dimension comes clear that reaches beyond its application in the Member States.\(^{49}\) A conservative reading of the anti-discrimination principle tends to reduce its scope of application in order to keep the private legal order free from a concept, which is said to be alien to the idea that contracting partners can freely choose the contracting partner, whatever the motives and reasons behind the choice might be.\(^{50}\) 

What many scholars tend to forget is that in this example one can also follow the opposite reform-oriented approach in order to defend that the boundaries of the anti-discrimination principle should be stretched to submit private law issues to its application. Otherwise the protection against, for example unequal treatment on the basis of sex by insurance companies, which was recently at stake in case C-236/09 of the ECJ, would come to depend solely on the accidental private or public status of in this case the insurer.\(^{51}\) One may cast doubts whether this is still justifiable in a context of increasing liberalization of markets and privatization of former public services. Unfortunately these sorts of questions are usually not brought to the foreground.

An important lesson for legal scholarship in this case is that one may sympathize with either position depending on our preconceptions and political preferences. What Josef Esser had in mind, however, even reaches beyond this. He was concerned with the question behind the question. Is discrimination really always bad? Do we not also need discrimination, for example, in order to stimulate competition?\(^{52}\) What exactly constitutes discrimination (is age for example a relevant criterion since we are all aging?), and can law really impose anti-discrimination on deeply rooted social behaviour or can it only deal with some of the symptoms of unequal treatment that appear at the surface of the legal system?

The identification of herd behaviour does not entail that all researchers are constantly running in the same direction. There are, and always have been, exceptional researchers that do not follow the herd. We have already argued that the need for (further) harmonization of national laws and policies is often an implicit assumption in the work of those writing about European law (‘harmonization is good, diversity is bad’). There are nevertheless scholars that explicitly stood back in order to stare at why so many others believe in harmonization so strongly and on what evidence they base their ideas that harmonization is in the general interest.

Katherina Sideri\(^{53}\) and James Scott\(^{54}\) stand for a methodological approach toward lawmaking that, if taken seriously, raises serious questions with respect to legislative policies that call for full harmonization in certain fields of EU law. Sideri’s argument is that instead of top down harmonization in the EU we often need to start more bottom up and try to link EU policy to local practice. The same argument has been made earlier by sociologist James Scott. He has shown that most legal systems working with blue print plans and unification models, such as the former USSR, have dramatically

\(^{49}\) D. Kennedy, Three Globalisations, where he demonstrates that the nation states exempted family law from the scope of application of the anti-discrimination principle. It was for the European Union to enlarge the principle and to penetrate via citizen rights into national family law regimes. 

\(^{50}\) See e.g. J. Basedow, Grundsatz der Nichtdiskriminierung, ZEuP 2008, 230; F.-J. Säcker, Vertragsfreiheit und Schutz vor Diskriminierung, ZEuP 2006, 1. 

\(^{51}\) AG Kokott, 30.9.2010, ECJ, Case C-236/09 – Test Achats, nyr. 

\(^{52}\) In sports, for example, we do discriminate on the basis of sex on many occasions in order to make sure that men and women have their own competition in order not to discourage the members of the different groups. We even discriminate on many occasions in terms of payment between male and female athletes. 


failed in the end because they neglect the importance of ‘Metis’. This is a type of knowledge that cannot be reduced to formulaic instructions. The word contrasts with the Greek word ‘techne’, which describes that knowledge and practice that ‘may be logically derived from initial assumptions.’

We are not afraid that legal scholars following their own intuitions and interests are on the verge of becoming extinct. What worries us more is that there is a risk that those who do not want to follow a herd will nevertheless focus on policy-driven research because they feel pressured (by research foundations, faculty managers, publishers, and so on) to justify and explain why they are not ready to accept the overwhelming wisdom that law and hence legal research should have societal relevance. We refer to the current emphasis on ‘valorization’, on research programming, on matched funding of contract research, and more in general by the strong emphasis on the transfer of knowledge from one party (scholars) to another (business or government) for economic purposes (e.g. the direct link in the Seventh framework programme of the EC with the Lisbon agenda of becoming the most competitive economy in the world55).

We do not want to argue that herd behaviour is necessarily and automatically wrong. There might be good and valid reasons why the instrumental use of law is justified in many situations. However, the inherent preconceptions and the reasons lying behind such an assumption have to be disclosed. After all, the history of science shows that ‘opting out’, ‘swimming against the tide’, and ‘picking the fruits of serendipity’ have often resulted in a much deeper knowledge than much of the pre-programmed research that we can see today everywhere around us.

3. Integration through Law

We would like to repeat here that there probably is an ideological link between the French revolution and the German student revolt in 1968 and the adoption of the Single European Act in 1986.

1968 constitutes the break-even point in the European post war society, the year that became the start of a new era, a post war society, driven by a new generation that expected from the nation state more than securing a flourishing economy. It demanded from the state the establishment of a just society.56 The May revolution also triggered a debate on the role and function of law and legal scholarship. In retrospect it seems as if the clock was turned backwards. Once again, the formalist character of (doctrinal) legal scholarship was attacked. And again Julius von Kirchmann,57 Rudolf von Jhering,58 Max Weber59 and the Freirechtsschule60 served as witnesses for considering the societal role and function of law afresh.

Law, was the overall message, should serve to redistribute wealth, to domesticize economic power and to secure liberty and justice for the weakest in society. Interestingly enough, this message united critical legal thought in Europe and the U.S.61 Legal scholarship was expected to take a political stance, legal scholarship should stand up for using the legal system for the transformation of the society. 1968 nourished the welfare state and F. Schaproy coined the term of the social-democratization

56 At least this is what could be regarded as a common denominator for France and Germany.
57 Ibid.
58 Der Kampf ums Recht, in alluding to Darwin; see Wieacker, Privatrechtsgeschichte der Neuzeit, 2. neubearbeitete Auflage, 1967, p. 566.
60 Herrmann Kantorowicz, Der Kampf um die Rechtswissenschaft (unter dem Pseudonym Gnaeus Flavius), 1906.
of Member States, whatever their political regime looked like.\textsuperscript{62} There is a strong ideological link in the instrumental use of law to transform the Member States’ legal order in the aftermath of 1968 and the 1986 EU project to establish the Internal Market.\textsuperscript{63} What is sometimes forgotten nowadays is that the establishment of this market was also a gigantic regulatory project. Around 300 directives and regulations should be and were adopted in about five years with the aim to create a market without frontiers. The focus laid on rules meant to guarantee access to the European market. Distributive justice was certainly not the main concern of the inventors of the single market, but completion of this market opened the door for the EU to formulate minimum standards for social protection.\textsuperscript{64} Part of the ideological link between 1968 and 1986 lies in the fact that never before in the history of the EU has the law been so systematically used for a particular instrumental purpose; as a means to an end. In other words, there was no market without EU law and, at the same time, the most visible representation of this European market was a set of laws.

Based on the ground prepared by the ECJ in transforming an international treaty into a constitutional charter – integration should be achieved through legal means.\textsuperscript{65} After 1986 legal scholars turned into co-drafters of the new Internal Market law. In the 1980s and 1990s the European Commission has benefited tremendously from the leeway in the academic research agenda. A close community, an alliance even, between the European Commission and Euro-friendly academics was constituted, and back then the tendering of research projects seldom took place. The envisaged social outlook of the, until then, very much market-based European legal policy facilitated close co-operation. It made EU legal research attractive for soixante-huitard scholars with social reform ambitions from all over Europe.

In the meanwhile the European Commission became one the most important sponsors of policy-driven research as we can witness today in the large European research programmes, such as ESF, KP7. The Member States themselves facilitated this by delegating not only lawmaking competences but also a lot of legal research to the EU. The foundation of the EUI in Florence, with which we as authors of this paper both have close ties, is perhaps the most visible proof of the transfer of research(ers) from the Member States to the EU. Each year around 50 young law students from the Member States start their career there as a PhD or LLM. After completing their projects they spread all over Europe again often ending up in leading positions in business and academia in which European law plays an important role.

An important by-product of 1986 was the increase in status of European law and legal research. Using Sen\textsuperscript{66} we can speak of a certain hegemony of law over other sciences. Lawyers were omnipresent in the European Commission, law making was high on the agenda, and European legal scholarship was on its peak. Unfortunately though, a price had to be paid for all this. What we have witnessed is a shift from fundamental to applied research, from fully independent research to more hybrid forms of contract research where contractors set the agenda, and from sponsoring of research on the basis of trust and confidence towards tendering and competition. Moreover, research projects were not given to European academia by policymakers in order to learn that their targets could not be reached. The research question was ‘how’, not ‘if’. Whatever the sub-categories might have been, all forces were directed to one major goal – completion of the Internal Market. We do not want to suggest some sort

\begin{small}

\textsuperscript{63} COM (1985) 310 final.

\textsuperscript{64} H.-W. Micklitz argued elsewhere that the EU strives for a model of access justice – Zugangsgerechtigkeit, which differs from social distributive justice; see Social Justice and Access Justice in Private Law, EUI Working Paper 2011, forthcoming.


\end{small}
of conspiracy here. The intentions may have been sincere; however, we are arguing that the Internal Market project created a particular research spirit, one where the instrumental use of law and the legal system dominated over any other possible objective. ‘Stand and stare’ was certainly not the credo Europe offered to its scholars. The outcome of the integration process was fixed in the sense that being very critical towards the integration process was an unwelcome message. Perhaps this is also part of the reason why groundbreaking research projects undertaken in the 1990s were executed outside Europe, mainly in the U.S. 67

4. Integration without Law

After completion of the Internal Market, the European Commission had to monitor the implementation process at the Member State level. Moreover, the newly adopted over 300 EU laws needed to be enforced. It is in this context that the notion of multi-level governance arose. It required a thorough management of who should be responsible for what in the Internal Market or European polity. 68 The most visible sign of the changing paradigm was the White paper on Governance adopted in 2002. 69

We will not argue that the Internal Market programme yielded ‘European Governance’. Indeed, one might even claim that both concepts emerged more or less simultaneously and that European governance has deeper and older roots (see e.g. hereafter the so-called ‘New approach’) than the White paper suggests. What is relevant here is the structural deficit in the capacity of the EU to promulgate rules and its lack of capacity and competence to enforce them. 70 As the Commission originally held executive power only in the fields of competition and agricultural policy, it is not surprising that it was here that the idea was born to establish committees uniting the expertise of national and EC officials. 71 From the midst 1980s onwards, one might therefore identify a growing awareness of the European Commission to use and to test regulatory techniques which are not just copying national instrumental laws, but introduce new modes of law-making and enforcement which fit into the category of multi-level governance.

The 1984 New Approach to Technical Standards and Regulations eventually led to the adoption of ‘comitology’ in 1987. 72 The former document and its interplay with comitology are paradigmatic in the coming together of Internal Market policy and what was later termed ‘governance’. The New Approach and ‘comitology’ served as a blueprint for similar concepts, the 2001 Lamfalussy procedure, the Open Method of Co-ordination (OMC) launched in 2000 and last but not least co-regulation in 2002. The Lamfalussy procedure established a four-step law-making and law enforcement mechanism in the field of financial services, which combines binding European standard-making at the first two levels and non-binding rule-making at the third level via national regulatory agencies, which must enforce the rules as well. 73

---

67 The most striking evidence is the research project run by M. Cappelletti, who was a professor at Stanford Law School and the EUI in Florence, who designed the project and J.H.H. Weiler, today Professor at NYU, who joined and who shaped the project which until today stands a landmark in the research landscape. See ‘Integration Through Law’, M. Cappelletti, M. Seccombe & J. Weiler (eds.), Vol. 1, Book 1, Berlin–New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1986.


Completion of the Internal Market yielded a paradigm shift in EU lawmaking in order to overcome a number of negative side effects of globalization. Especially the Lisbon Council promoted inter alia social inclusion as a means to compensate those citizens, workers, consumers who are not able to meet the challenges resulting from a globalizing economy and run the risk to be cut off from the labour market and the consumer market. Social exclusion, this is the overall message, shall be overcome. So the transition from the Internal Market to globalization yielded the need to respond to social concerns and was an important driving force behind the introduction of the European social model.

The European social model is supposed to form a solid basis for the transformation of the EU into a knowledge economy. However, national legal systems also need to be adapted as part of an active welfare state to ensure that work pays, to secure long-term sustainability in the face of an ageing population, to promote social inclusion and gender equality, and to provide quality health services. More specific with regard to the information society, different means of access must prevent from info-exclusion. The combat against illiteracy must be reinforced. Special attention must be given to disabled people. 74

Especially the OMC and the ‘Social dialogue’ 75 operate in those areas of social policy, where the European Union has no competences. National governments remain the key actors, able to control the process. In particular the OMC does not produce binding results and exclusion of the ECJ was vital for its establishment. There is now a rich academic debate on the success or failure of the OMC, on the practical effects, on the role and function of Member States, the European Commission and on the NGO’s, and on the impact on European integration.76

For the community of legal scholars throughout Europe, however, all these attempts remained for a long time widely unnoticed, as they took place in rather remote areas of EU law and did not (yet) reach the higher level of a more general debate on implementation and enforcement. All this changed after the launch of the 2002 White Paper on Governance. It changed not only the political landscape, but also reshaped the research agenda.

Governance led to a far-reaching politicization of lawmaking and enforcement, politicization here being understood as circumventing or overruling ‘law’ as the decisive means for shaping the European integration process. Traditional legislation became less popular to the advantage of self-regulation, 77 co-regulation 78 and other ‘new’ modes of governance. 79 And politics and political scientists ‘replaced’ law and lawyers in many of these new areas. Legislative studies (Gesetzgebungslehre), once dominated by jurists/public lawyers, lost terrain to new disciplines, such as regulation and governance, 80 where political scientists now rule the game. 81 New sub-fields emerged, such as risk

74  At p. 1.
75  The European social dialogue refers to discussions, consultations, negotiations and joint actions involving organizations representing the two sides of industry (employers and workers). It takes two main forms – a tripartite dialogue involving the public authorities, and a bipartite dialogue between the European employers and trade union organizations. It has resulted in over 300 joint texts by the European social partners, which are included in a database.
79  Colin Scott has argued that many of the new modes of governance are not really new and as far as they are new, they are often not all that innovative; Governing Without Law or Governing Without Government? New-ish Governance and the Legitimacy of the EU, European Law Journal, 15 (2):160; see more comprehensively F. Cafaggi/H. Muir Watt (eds.), Making of European Private Law: Governance Design, 2008; F. Cafaggi/H. Muir Watt (eds.), The regulatory functions of European private law, 2009.
80  See the journal Regulation & Governance that mentions political scientist as its first target group.
regulation, ICT-regulation, energy and transport regulation, and so on. What all these fields have in common is that, as far as law still plays a role, doctrinal legal research is usually replaced by multidisciplinary law and… approaches requiring different methods and theories.

‘Integration through law’ of course did not come to an end, but as the dominant paradigm it was replaced by ‘integration without law’. Political scientists were upgraded and lawyers were downgraded. That this has repercussions also for legal practice can be demonstrated by referring to the involvement of political scientists in the law-making process. A key element of the 2002 White Paper on Governance is the better-regulation programme. An important part of this programme is the introduction of ex ante evaluation and impact assessments, which should forestall the adoption of new rules. Impact assessments are in practice often executed by political scientists (or economists), lawyers play an auxiliary role only. Their competence is needed to fill in templates designed by political scientists and economists. Also the task of the legal service of the European Commission in the legislative drafting process is changing more and more into a role of offering technical-legal assistance.

From the late 1990s onwards, legal scholarship was also faced with the theoretical implications of integration without law. The new modes of governance raise first and foremost a problem of legitimacy. How can the drift away from established law-making procedures, from traditional sets of regulatory instruments, from hard judicial and/or administrative enforcement to softer forms be given democratic legitimacy? The normative side of this academic debate is whether governance may only be democratically legitimated if basic procedural requirements, such as transparency, participation and accountability, are safeguarded and if the enforceability of these parameters is secured via individual or collective rights.

These are of course all interesting and highly relevant questions, but where is the legal research about what all this means for the development of positive law? What happens for example as soon as parties disagree on the interpretation of codes of conducts, certification schemes, covenants or other hybrid forms of governance? What ‘rule of recognition’ should the EJC adopt in order to determine if and when these rules are (ir)relevant for the legal system? Or what is (or will be) the function of impact assessments, Internet consultations, and other better regulation tools for the ECJ in the interpretation of directives and regulations once a conflict arises about how EU law has to be applied or enforced?

At the beginning of the new millennium, integration without law dominated not only legal practice but also legal scholarship. If and as far as lawyers embarked on topics related to regulation and governance, they were faced with the methodological problems and the theoretical approaches in political science. Again we can witness herd behaviour. Legal scholarship silently shifted its focus, without much resistance. Unfortunately, little has been written on the relationship between law and political science, about why the shift occurred, what the possible methodological implications resulting there from are, whether the quality of multidisciplinary research has suffered from translation problems between different disciplinary approaches.

(Contd.)
5. Integration beyond Law

Integration through law and integration without law are in a way self-explanatory. Integration beyond law deserves a deeper investigation. It is only against this background that the tendency towards herd behaviour in EU-legal scholarship and the impact of integration beyond law on legal methodology become clearer.

We are referring here to the current state of EU law, EU methodology and EU legal scholarship. The lacking distance makes it more difficult to so clearly structure mainstream thinking. However, we would identify two developments emerging from the idea of ‘integration beyond law’. First, there is the efficiency paradigm dating back to the Lisbon declaration in 2000. Second, we have seen a paradoxical acceleration of the constitutionalization process in the aftermath of the 2005 French and Dutch ‘no’ to the EU Constitution. Where one would expect EU institutions, such as the ECJ, to be more careful and reserved in their lawmaking ambitions, almost the opposite seems the case; the credo appears to be: ‘full speed ahead’ with the integration process and with the constitutionalization of EU law with or without a formal constitution.

Why then ‘integration beyond law’? Where is the ‘beyond’? Or hypothesis is that the current integration paradigm can no longer be associated to one dominant ideology. It is the combination of the aim to become ‘the most competitive and most dynamic knowledge-based economy’ in the world, as formulated in the Lisbon agenda, with the need to redress the negative consequences of globalization that stamp the European integration process. Constitutionalization beyond the borders of the Lisbon treaty (‘creeping constitutionalization’87) will probably be necessary to guide the future integration process, which has no clear border or horizon. Constitutionalization turns into a substitute for a formal constitution. Fundamental and human rights, to be located somewhere in between ‘law’ and ‘politics’ have already gained and may gain an ever stronger impetus, legally and politically (ideologically). We believe to observe that the current trend in legal scholarship may be caught in the paradigm of integration beyond law that enshrines the mainstream paradigms of ‘efficiency in law’ and ‘constitutionalization through fundamental and human rights’, and that poses new challenges to the methodology of law.

Let us begin with the first strain. The efficiency doctrine is linked to what might be called the economization of European law, a process that started with the ECJ using the market freedoms to build a European legal order separate and distinct from the national orders. Economization of the legal order has found its most prominent expression in the concept of the European Economic Constitution, a concept borrowed from post-war Germany.88 A strong competition law should shield the private law society (Privatrechtsgesellschaft) against regulatory intrusion guided by various policy purposes, be they industrial, social or environmental policies. The concept of a European Economic Constitution introduced economic theory into the way in which law should be used in the European integration process, here in down-grading regulatory law but likewise requesting strong legal rules to guarantee market freedoms and freedom of contract. However, the introduction of economics into the European integration process may unfold various effects on the role and function of law in the integration process. Economics may strengthen the role of law, but economics may also undermine the role of law. There is a hidden link between ordo-liberalism requesting a tight legal frame and law & economics putting the role and function of law into question (Posner), which definitely deserves more attention. Ordo-liberalism opens the floodgate for economics into law. Seen this way the Internal Market Programme, in combination with various Treaty amendments, turned law into a regulatory tool, not to ‘shield’ the private law society but to ‘shape’ private law society. The underpinning

economic ideology enshrined in the Internal Market programme was the suggested set of market failures of a ‘Common Market’ that could not further European integration and that could not yield the necessary social dimension. The concept of the European Economic Constitution outlasted the regulatory wave in the aftermath of the Internal Market programme, in a somewhat revised form though. But the story of economization went on, though in a new form. Law and regulation became subject to one major ideology – economic efficiency. Here law is not upgraded, but submitted to a yardstick, one which fits to the law & economics type of thinking. Here is the gate through which the herd of law & economics lawyers could enter the backyard of (European) law.

The 2000 Lisbon Council declaration, although not an official legally binding document, heavily affected the spirit of the law-making process in the EU, in its content and its procedure. Despite its soft character the Lisbon Council 2000 must be regarded as the backbone of the economic efficiency doctrine till today, at least the one which is favoured and advocated for by the European Commission, while traces of it can also be found in the case law of the ECJ. In the presidential conclusion of the Lisbon Council decision we may find the following statement:

‘An effective framework review and improvement based on the Internal Market Strategy endorsed by the Helsinki Council, is essential if the full benefits of market liberalization are to be reaped (emphasis added). Moreover, fair and uniformly applied competition and state aid rules are essential for ensuring that business can thrive and operate effectively on a level playing field in the internal market.’

The so-called ‘new economic approach’ (state aid, competition and consumer contracts) could have been understood as a revival and reinvigoration of the Internal Market programme, though in light of the 21st century it has taken on a slightly different connotation. In short, the European Commission shapes industrial policy through state aid law, competition law and consumer law, to mention just a number of key areas. The downgrading of competition policy raised much concern with German academics who fear for the European Economic Constitution. Tied to the efficiency doctrine, it seems as if these fears are justified to a certain extent.

---

89 St. Smismans, From Harmonisation to coordination? EU law in the Lisbon governance architecture, Journal of European Public Policy, forthcoming.
90 At p. 3.
96 One could easily think of other policy areas, such as environmental policy, where the European Commission uses emission standards to urge the German car industry to engage in the production of small cars.
A new initiative of the European Commissioner for industry and entrepreneurship to submit draft laws to an EU competitiveness test fits all too well into such a perspective. Here it is not the law providing a framework for competition, but competition setting the boundaries for law(s). Another visible expression of the new economic approach is the much-favoured concept of full harmonization. Full harmonization is claimed to increase economic efficiency. Consumer law here stands at the forefront of the debate and may serve as an example of paradigmatic importance:

‘The Green Paper on Consumer Protection (COM 2001, 531 final) set out options for the further harmonization of rules on commercial practices, either on a case-by-case basis or supplementing this through framework legislation. There is also a need to review and reform existing EU consumer protection directives, to bring them up to date and progressively adapt them from minimum harmonization to ‘full harmonization’ measures. The Green Paper and the Commission’s strategy on services (COM 2000, 888) make it clear that the simple application of mutual recognition, without harmonization, is not likely to be appropriate for such consumer protection issues. However, provided a sufficient degree of harmonization is achieved, the country of origin approach could be applied to remaining questions’.

The incriminated draft on consumer rights is written within the spirit of the Lisbon Council, of shifting regulation from minimum to maximum harmonization, of increasing economic efficiency of consumer protection to the benefit of traders and service providers. This vision might fail, but what remains is the powerful attempt to submit a particular area of European policy, which is said to represent the social dimension of the Internal Market, to the dominance of economic efficiency. A similar type of thinking might be found in the discussion around the European Civil Code. The solution the European Commission seems to have in mind should and must meet the efficiency rhetoric.

The increasing importance of economic efficiency led to major changes in legal scholarship and legal research in European law. Europe legal scholarship seen as whole has been relatively reluctant to integrate law and economics into its research design, at least until recently. It is fair to assume that contrary to the United States, law and economics does not represent the mainstream thinking in European scholarly research. The inner reason might indeed be that legal doctrine in Europe is traditionally much deeper anchored in legal science and scholarly research than in the United States. However, here again the wind seems to change. The European Commission is shifting the focus more and more to using law and economics type of thinking for shaping and testing the feasibility of European rule making. Even the DCFR has been submitted to a ‘economic efficiency test’. And again the academic herd seems to follows suit. Today good scholarly research often seems to require familiarity with law & economics. This is particularly true whenever information or tort turn up as potential regulatory tools. Whilst there is nothing to criticize here, as legal scholars have to be acquainted with mainstream thinking, the basic assumptions of law and economics, the theoretical preconceptions behind this major strain in legal scholarship today, often remain unscrutinised.

The second current mainstream results from the constitutionalization process. On the surface there is a link between the increasing attention given to new forms of governance in the EU, the initial project to adopt a European Constitution and the ever stronger drift towards constitutionalization via

100 See Website of DG Justice on the expert committee that is currently reviewing the DCFR http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/consumer/policies_consumer_intro_en.htm
103 But see E.J. Mestmäcker, A Legal Theory without Law, Posner v. Hayek on Economic Analysis of Law, 2007. One might wonder whether the question to be raised should not be whether law and economics is downgraded in practices to an economic instrument without legal theory behind.
fundamental and human rights. One might even wonder whether the human rights’ rhetoric must also be regarded as a late heritage of the 1968 revolt/revolution. Looking back, fundamental rights and human rights have gained ground in scholarly legal research in the last decades. Today they begin to dominate legal scholarship in whatever area of the law, including private law which in the ordo-liberal thinking should be kept separate from the constitutional order.104

Let us roughly reconstruct the European constitutionalization from scratch. The ECJ started speaking of a constitutional charter in Les Verts in 1986.105 However, it never used the word Constitution with a big ‘C’.106 The White Paper on Governance enhanced a scholarly debate on how the constitutionalization process should and might look like. L. Azoulai107 distinguished four forms of constitutionalization: 1) federalization, 2) multi-pluralism, 3) conflictual constitutionalization and 4) dualistic constitutionalization in an attempt to structure the current debate. K. Tuori uses the metaphor of the many constitutions of Europe very much in line with constitutional pluralism but going beyond that debate in looking in the substance of the different constitutions, e.g. the political, the economic and the social constitution. The big ‘C’ was introduced via the political debate in the constitutional assembly.

The ‘failure’ of the Constitution deprives us of the need to discuss whether the project could be regarded as a constitution at all. What remains, however, and what seems to be the most important outcome of the Treaty of Lisbon is the integration of the Charter of Fundamental Rights into the European legal order. Secondary community law will now have to be tested whether it complies with fundamental rights. The opinion of the Advocate General Kokott108 sheds light on the potential of the Charter. It is not difficult to predict that the academic attention will focus on the constitutionalization process, in its various forms and its potential impact on the legal system per se.

The fundamental rights are dominating and will dominate scholarly research. Just like economic efficiency human rights issue are omnipresent today in scholarly research. Good scholarly research is hardly unthinkable without giving due account to the human rights dimension. The situation resembles to the economic efficiency doctrine. Whilst there is little to say against such a pressure on the scope of scholarly research, a lot has to be said on the sometimes even unreflected instrumentalization of human rights. Scholarly research turns on the question whether this and that ‘right’ should and must be understood as a subjective enforceable right – and not be left in the realms to politics – and once the existence of a right has to be identified – how far the newly established human or fundamental right can be stretched. What is missing is a deeper reflection of the role and function of human rights and fundamental rights in a European legal order, and not in the European legal order alone.109
6. An Interim Remark

The analysis of herd behaviour in European legal scholarship should be understood as a lesson on how legal scholarship might be caught in one major understanding of how the law can be used for all sorts of social, political and economic purposes. It is the blatant and unquestioned instrumentalization of law over the last decades in whatever form which raises our concern as legal scholars. The instrumental use of law as a means to shape the European integration process has left deep traces in legal scholarship and in legal methodology. The solution is not to return to the past, to set aside the instrumental use of law and to understand law as a formal system that should not be inflicted with politics and economics, a system that stands on its own, disconnected and a-political. The 1968-1986 paradigm taught us the political character of the law, in both directions, as a means to transform and change society or as a means to preserve and conserve society. Whilst the 1968 ‘revolution’ started a process in scholarly legal research to disclose ideological pre-conceptions, it has itself triggered a new ideology, one which first overstretched the belief in ‘law’ and then ‘undermined’ the belief in law. The instrumental use of law yielded the need for legal methods that could cope with the law and… disciplines, be they law and politics, or law and economics, just to mention those which had the major impact on European scholarly research. Much, maybe too much emphasis has been put on the law and… disciplines, on the somewhat helpless search for a legal method, which allows for the integration of non-legal disciplines into the legal system. What has gone somewhat lost in the overall mainstream is the role and function of legal doctrine. The second part of the paper is meant to analyse how legal doctrine might be revitalized against the backdrop of the law & disciplines.

III. Ways Out

1. The Role and Function of Legal Methods

1.1. Why methods: globalization and legal education

The first reason why we need a European debate on a European methodology results from the Europeanization of legal education. Both the Bologna process with its mutual recognition of credits and the Erasmus/Socrates programme grant system has stimulated student mobility throughout Europe. But since legal scholarship and teaching have always had close ties with legal practice, the recognition directives 89/48/EEC and 98/5 EEC, allowing lawyers established in one Member State to practise law in another one under their own academic title have probably been even more important in creating a European legal market. What we can witness today is a growing competition between law schools in offering students an education that prepares them for an international career. These law schools are responding to the demands of the market where multi-national law firms, multinational corporations, but also NGO’s are becoming increasingly active in setting up offices in different Member States and competing with each other in order to recruit the best young lawyers with a diverse and multi-national training.

An essential part of the training and education of lawyers who want to pursue an international career will be European law. As Miguel Maduro has argued, it is today no longer possible to teach contract law, consumer law or environmental law, to name just a few, without at least some basic knowledge

---

about the nature and function(s) of EU law, its unique system, its general principles and methods of interpretation developed by, among others, the CFI and ECJ. EU law cuts across through traditional boundaries of private and public law; EU law is both and does not care about national legal thinking in boxes and categories. Simultaneously, however, it is not enough for students to acquire ‘just’ a minimum understanding of how EU law works. Because of the fact that EU law and national law are becoming more and more intertwined, the challenge is to develop a better understanding of different sorts of legal arguments deriving from both national and EU law. In most law suits before national courts, European courts and international arbitrations in which a dispute over EU law plays a role, for example, require a firm knowledge of at least two, but more often three or more, legal systems.

In reality most of the research in nationally bound legal subjects takes a vertical perspective, in that legal scholars just pick out of the ‘supreme’ legal order the bits and pieces they need for the understanding of the problem at stake. The EU legal order, however, is a horizontal order that rests on the 27 vertical national legal orders, which necessarily implies to look into the European dimension of each and every question concerned and does not fit to the particular national context in which the European question arises.

Even if one does not believe in convergence of legal systems or an ongoing process of European integration, it seems hard to deny that, for instance, methods and techniques of comparative law have an important role to play in facilitating intercultural legal communication between both practicing lawyers and academics in order to build bridges across jurisdictions and between domestic legal traditions. Therefore, as Esin Örücü has stated, research has to go beyond ‘juxtaposing, contrasting and comparing’. This strengthens the call for comparative lawyers to be trained in interdisciplinary research problems, to have knowledge of and familiarity with different legal cultures, to have a good command of languages, knowledge of history, economics and politics, and also to receive training in methodology. Unfortunately though, most handbooks do explain how difficult comparative legal research is but offer little guidance on how to do it. Could it perhaps be that we do not really have a well-developed methodology of comparative law yet because we as researchers rely so heavily on the craftsmanship, the common sense and practical wisdom that is given centre-stage in law school? The rising importance of comparative history could provide promising ground for linking history and law into a joint concept.

Notwithstanding this, one of the major benefits of making lawyers and legal scholars familiar with methods of comparative law could be that it pushes the analysis of legal problems to broader levels of abstraction. After all, comparative law is not first and foremost about finding similarities and differences but about explaining why there are different answers to (functional) equivalent legal questions and what the argumentation is behind those answers. The quest for explanations guides legal researchers in a natural way towards hypothesis and theory-building. As we will argue hereafter, this is exactly where both legal scholarship and legal practice can benefit from it. Comparative law opens new perspectives on European law and questions. Add to this that, especially in many smaller European countries, the academic forum is too limited for a broad scholarly debate on European law-related issues and the fact that there is still no relatively ‘unified, cross national community’ of

---

116 There is even a journal under that title, comparative history, which provides an account for the research undertaken.
scholars specialized in European law, and one will understand the importance of comparative research for building bridges between legal scholars.

1.2. Why methods: Americanization of EU law? What about Europeanization of American law?

In the early 1990s, Wolfgang Wiegand reported about the growing importance of a ‘reception of American law in Europe’. Wiegand even went as far as comparing the Americanization of European law with the medieval reception of Roman law throughout Europe, which started in Bologna in the eleventh century. He concluded, among other things, that the political and economic dominance of the U.S., the spread of the English language in science, together with the fact that lawyers occupying leading positions in academia, law firms, major banks and private industry increasingly display a strong leaning towards American legal thinking. Wiegand believed that would have fundamental effects on European law even if the powerbase of the U.S. were going to fade because of the rise of other economic super powers.

Whilst most legal scholarship is focusing on some sort of comparison between national law and EU law or between EU law and U.S. law, we do not know whether and to what extent Americanization of the legal systems in Europe has really taken place, and where and how. There is some evidence that the OECD served as a catalyst for the transferral of U.S. law to Europe, in particular in fields such as environmental law and consumer law. After 1990, however, the EU got more and more involved in external relations and took gradually over a similar task, though in a more discrete form in that the EU used the American legal order as a blueprint and channelled regulatory models through the common law systems to continental Europe. The liberalization and privatization of former public services may serve as evidence for such a transformation process. But again, even where such an influence is hard to neglect, we do not know exactly how the European legal order differs from its counterpart, whether the legal transplants work only in one direction or whether the EU law also influences the U.S. legal system and be it in a rather remote form.

Even for those who do not believe in the Americanization of European law because of tremendous cultural differences and deviating styles of regulation and litigation, which lead to differences in the application even if the legal system resemble each other at the first hand sight, it is hard to deny that European legal scholarship as such has undergone major changes over the last thirty years. Comparative legal analysis under exclusion of U.S. law has become hard to justify. But the changes reach beyond the formal broadening of the subject matter under investigation. In an eloquent article in honour of Sir Francis Jacobs, former Advocate General at the ECJ, Anthony Arnull convincingly argues that, since the 1980s, European scholars of EU law have clearly travelled part of the way down the path that moves away from legal technicalities, which is followed by academics across the Atlantic, who often display a dismissive attitude towards traditional doctrinal legal analysis.

We would not deny such a finding, but we would argue that contrary to the U.S., in Europe there is no mainstream legal scholarship that shies away from legal dogmatism. Quite to the contrary, we would very much insist on the side-by-side of two different strains of legal scholarship, one which is still tied
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to legal dogmatics and another one that reaches beyond legal dogmatics and follows the current main stream trend in focusing on law and economics, and increasingly also on other law and …disciplines.

The big question remains, however, if this trend is the result of Americanization of European law or of intra-European developments which have their roots in the Member States, in internationalization more in general, or in a growing competition between law and (other) social sciences for research funding requiring clarity about what distinguishes fundamental legal research from applied research, to name just a few possible explanations.

2. Have European Legal Scholars to Learn from American Empiricism? Or Have American Legal Scholars to Learn from European Legal Dogmatics?

The dominant perspective is that European scholars look to the U.S. as a source of inspiration. There is this well-known bonmot that the U.S. is always five-ten years ahead of us and that the EU is still following American trends when these have already lost pace in the US and are replaced by new patterns of legal scholarship. The more serious question is whether Richard Posner’s plea to enhance legal dogmatics brings U.S. legal scholarship closer to Europe, in that Europe preserved a tradition that has lost ground in U.S. scholarship.

One lesson that European legal scholars can learn from experiences in the U.S. is that there is a lot of added value in the introduction of multidisciplinary law and… approaches on top of a tradition of sophisticated doctrinal research as long as this does not lead to self-indulgence and the tendency to neglect or disparage legal scholarship that is unfashionable for the time being.123

An interesting case in point of both innovation and naivety is the rise of empirical legal scholarship in the U.S. From a European perspective this looks like a revitalization of the so-called Rechtstatsachenforschung as founded by Max Weber in the 1920s and as reinvigorated in the 1970s in most Western European democracies. Seen this way, behavioural economics is just a variant of what has been called Verhaltensforschung in the 1920s and 1970s. As Lawless, Rubbenolt and Ulen noticed, American legal scholars have done much borrowing from other disciplines lately in order to enrich their theoretical understanding of the law with two major results for the legal academy.124

First, successful interdisciplinary approaches have led to an explosion of attention for empiricism from law professors keen on illuminating under researched questions, such as judicial biases, adverse effects of laws and regulations, and matters of causation like the (unintended) behavioural effects of strict liability regimes. Second, this attention resulted in also borrowing research methods and techniques from other disciplines, such as economics, sociology, psychology, biology and political science.

Especially this second trend has had a number of unintended side effects that do not concern the quantity of empirical legal research but relate to the average quality of that work. V. Nourse and G. Shaffer have forcefully demonstrated125 that all these investments into empirical research did not find their way into a legal methodology that allows for a using of social facts in the interpretation of the legal system.

What legal scholarship did, however, is to reveal the methodological weakness of empirical research undertaken under the new regime. That serious concerns exist regarding the quality of empirical legal research in the U.S. is shown in a seminal article by Lee Epstein and Gary King, two experts in

123 Ibid, p. 431.
research methodology who studied around 350 journal articles with empirical ambitions published in American law journals between 1990 and 2000, including 50 of the most cited articles according to the SSRN legal scholarship network. The overall conclusion of Epstein and King was that ‘the current state of empirical legal scholarship is deeply flawed’. While they admit that some articles in law reviews are better than others, the authors claim that every single one of them violated at least one of the methodological rules of inference that guide empirical research, such as rules on data collection, causation, replicability, etcetera.

As could be expected, Epstein and King’s article aroused a lot of debate. Some opponents accused them of violating their own rules of inference. Others claimed that many of the methodological ills that they attributed to legal scholarship, such as explaining in detail how cases are coded or how data are archived, are problems that are certainly not exclusive to legal scholarship. This objection is a strange one since it is hard to comprehend how methodological pitfalls in other disciplines could ever make up for similar shortcomings in scholarly legal publications. Perhaps even stranger, though, is the critique by two well-known Harvard law professors that ‘particular versions of the truth’ ventilated in journal articles that are tendentious when taken separately may, at the systemic level, produce close approximations of the truth because advocacy legal scholarship will probably raise criticism of ‘opposing camps’. This is a peculiar way of arguing that there is not so much wrong with empirical legal scholarship. Epstein and King refute this argument convincingly by noting that adversary scholarship might work in theory in the sense that in the end anything is possible, but that they have never seen examples of academic disciplines trying to make progress through such an adversarial approach. In fact, the argument that the validity of empirical legal articles depends on the exposition by fellow scholars of a one-sided or coloured presentation of empirical evidence seems to support Epstein and King’s claim that too many lawyers engaged in scholarly legal work behave more like advocates than as independent researchers who are willing to be surprised by reality.

Is there no truth whatsoever in the critique that Epstein and King treat all empirical legal research too much alike? Perhaps there is. Jan Smits has, for example, argued that one could regard law as a ‘normative-empirical’ science in which existing legal systems are sources of law. National laws and court decisions can then be treated as empirical data, according to Smits, in order to explain how different arguments are being used to respond to certain legal questions and problems. If we view empiricism in this way, Epstein and King’s strict demands of replicability may simply go too far because the collection of data is not first and foremost a matter of finding the truth. According to Smits, legal research should be about dealing with (conflicting) arguments that have been tested elsewhere in practice and comparative law becomes an empirical endeavour.
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127 Ibid p. 17. The rules of inference are worked out in parts III-VIII of the article.
131 Lee Epstein & Gary King, A Reply, U. Chi. L. Rev. 69, 194 (2002).
Even if one does not share Smit’s liberal opinion about what counts as empirical legal research, it is still possible to have fundamental doubts about the extent to which it is possible or desirable to apply empirical methods to answer legal questions. Interesting in this respect is Robin Feldman’s observation that law’s fascination with science in order to make law and legal research more ‘neutral’ reaches back at least two hundred years in American legal history. She describes how throughout history American legal scholars have always cast doubts about whether law is capable of resolving difficult social and moral conflicts and there has been a constant hope that science can do better. The attention for empirical research by legal realists, members of the critical legal studies movement and adherents of new legal realism is closely related to this fixation on scientific methods. According to Feldman, there is a constant return to the same well, despite the fact that scientification has never succeeded in rescuing legal scholars from the discomfort and uncertainties that go along with legal research.

Does the latter imply that European legal scholars better refrain from empirical or socio-legal research? The answer is definitely no. There is nothing wrong with interdisciplinary approaches and applying social-science research methods on legal questions as such. On the contrary, we would say. European law can benefit tremendously by paying close attention to, for example, political sciences in order to get more grip on the legal politics (Rechtspolitik) that play such an important and role in law and policymaking. However, we may not forget that doctrinal legal expertise is often crucial in order to be able to raise the right questions and determine which variables should be tested in attempting to explain a particular legal phenomenon. Moreover, one has to realise that normative questions concerning how the law should read can never be fully answered through empirical or socio-legal research. One will always need interpretation and argumentation to bridge the gap between facts and norms.

Is this what American legal scholarship can learn from European legal scholarship – a more balanced going together of legal dogmatics with extra-legal empirical research? In the U.S. hardcore law & economics is on the decline, which, however, never gained the same ground in Europe as legal dogmatics rested in place for the good and for the bad. European legal scholarship is not following the different mainstreams of legal scholarship to the same extreme as it happens in the U.S. Nobody would claim the death of legal dogmatics or the death of empirical research. There are ups and downs too, but the ups and the downs are less high, respectively less low. It is true legal dogmatics is back on the agenda, here termed the revival of legal formalism. On the other hand, however, there are more and more legal scholars that engage into social empirical legal research that reaches beyond law. The problem we see is that empirical legal research in Europe is discredited by the attempts of the European Commission to equate empirical analysis with impact assessments. It suffices to contrast the superficial analysis of collective actions in Europe as initiated by the European Commission with

135 The problem is that laws, court decisions and scholarly legal publications have no direct link with the real world but only an indirect one in the sense that only after the implementation or enforcement of legal rules, law’s impact becomes clear. This explains why there can be such a thing as a gap between the law in the books and the law in action.


the carefully and methodologically sound analysis of US class actions. In so far Europe remains behind the U.S. standards on empirical legal research. One may nevertheless recognize a stronger approximation of scholarly research in these two parts of the world, which allows for a stronger exchange of ideas in both directions.

3. What is Doctrinal Legal Research and Why Is It Still Important for the Study of European Law?

It is difficult, if not impossible, to come up with one generally accepted definition of doctrinal legal research in Europe. The characteristics of legal doctrine are certainly not identical in every country. The role that legislation or precedents fulfil in legal dogmatics is, for example, obviously not identical in common law and civil law countries. Nevertheless, there appear to be some core features that most doctrinal research has in common, both in European countries and even across the Atlantic in the U.S. The most important ones are:

- In doctrinal work, arguments are derived from authoritative sources, such as existing rules, principles, precedents, and scholarly publications
- The law somehow represents a system. Through the production of general and defeasible theories, legal doctrine aims to present the law as a coherent net of principles, rules, meta-rules and exceptions, at different levels of abstraction.
- Decisions in individual cases are supposed to exceed arbitrariness because they have to (be) fit into the system. Deciding in hard cases implies that existing rules will be stretched or even replaced but always in such a way that in the end the system is coherent again.

Contested is the view whether doctrinalists need to take an internal perspective in studying the law. Undoubtedly many scholars still do it, but it is exactly this feature that is nowadays often considered to be too narrow. That is why so many think it should be replaced by a ‘law in context’ approach. Other views on what doctrinal legal research entails have evolved over the years. In the past most scholars associated legal doctrine first and foremost with a faithful and consistent application of legal rules and principles by the judiciary. According to Emerson Tiller and Frank Cross, however, academics increasingly recognize that law is not applied with perfect neutrality. This, however, is not really new for European scholars who are familiar with the methodological discussions in the aftermath of 1968. Again we would like to point to J. Esser. How the law is found and shaped is influenced by many internal and external (societal) factors, including personal biases and preconceptions, judicial ideology and socio-economic consequences of court decisions (Folgenorientierung). This again is an old issue, widely discussed in the 1970s and 1980s.

While we started this paper with the assertion by Posner jr. that doctrinal legal research is dead in the U.S., Rubin and Freeley claim that a new doctrinal approach emerged in the U.S., which is a product of both judicial ideology and pre-existing legal principles upon which judges must build their argumentation. They believe that, not in the least because of the multidisciplinary research with

respect to judicial lawmaking, both legal scholars and social scientists increasingly recognize the independent significance of legal doctrine. Social scientist may remain more focused on what is the driving force behind judicial outcomes, but there is a growing awareness that doctrine is certainly not irrelevant, according to Rubin and Freeley. The other way around, doctrinalists in the U.S. also seem to have learned to understand and appreciate how important extralegal influences on court decisions can be and why it is better to realise this than to try to hide it.148 The same holds true for European scholarship, where Maduro has shown how the role of the European Court of Justice is increasingly impacted by, and needs to be adapted to, a context of constitutional pluralism and multiplicity of legal sources.149

What can we say with respect to the development of European doctrinal legal research? First of all, we should make clear at the outset that there is no ‘methodological ius commune Europaeum’.150 There are, and always have been, many different doctrinal traditions in the Member States of the EU. However, the story does not end here. First of all, each and every Member State has to deal with a growing plurality of legal sources since EU law and European human rights law are increasingly pervading both public and private law in the Member States. This has a direct influence on the methodology of legal research since the interpretation of national legal rules is more than ever before affected by multiple legal sources, on multiple levels of government (e.g. International treaties, Council of Europe/ECHR, primary and secondary EU law, including the interpretation of EU law by the ECJ, and national law). Not only national courts and local governments, but also legal scholars, increasingly have to interpret national law in accordance with EU law and European legal doctrine.

Secondly, EU law knows its own system and fundamental principles. In many cases that system deviates from the Member States’ legal systems. Hence EU law irritates an autonomous systematization of national law. So not only do doctrinalists have to learn to find the right sources of EU law, which is not always easy because EU law is also increasingly a combination of hard and soft law (e.g. co-regulation), but they also have to understand the distinct features of the EU legal system. One of those features is that the EU legislature(s) sometimes deliberately uses ambiguous language in order to reach a compromise between conflicting Member States. Other typical features are the autonomous interpretation of legal concepts by the ECJ and the relative insignificance, compared to the situation in most Member States, of legal history, travaux préparatoires, and legal doctrine itself as a source of law.

The aforementioned challenges the idea of guaranteeing certainty through a consistent application of legal methods. There is no longer one pyramid-like organized national legal system in which judges and legal scholars function as ‘gatekeepers’ who are supposed to guard and maintain the consistency of the system. Instead a plurality of legal systems (‘an archipelago instead of an island’) has developed in which hierarchy plays a less prominent role151 and the interpretation of EU law in country A can affect the way how the law in country B should be applied with the preliminary rulings procedure of the ECJ functioning as an intermediary. The other side of the coin is that EU institutions increasingly use comparative law methods in the drafting of new EU law and in the decision-making by the ECJ.152

151 Especially with respect to constitutional law, the idea of a ‘constitutional dialogue’ between several ‘highest’ courts (ICJ, ECHR, ECJ, national Supreme Courts) is gaining terrain.
Comparative law, using a doctrinal approach, is important for EU lawmakers in order to assess ex ante some of the implications of new European rules for the different Member States.

We believe there are also more fundamental reasons why doctrinal legal research will become of growing importance for EU law. A vigorous debate between Armin von Bogdandy and Matthias Kumm on the past and future of European (constitutional) scholarship demonstrates this. Von Bogdandy has argued that a European legal research area is emerging and that due to the fact that European law has long passed the stage of occasional ‘irritation’ of national legal systems, a European doctrinal legal scholarship is likely to occur sooner or later. He believes the litmus test for a common European scholarship should not be the emergence of more comprehensive and fragmented doctrinal patterns. Instead, the best response to growing heterogeneity of legal sources should be matched with a strengthening of theoretical (and so we add methodological) components, where possible drawn from the common European heritage in legal theory and spurred by transnational scientific legal communities.

Kumm, from his part, claims that it is misleading to characterize mainstream European legal scholarship as ‘doctrinal constructivism’ as Bogdandy does. According to him, European scholars in the course of history have rejected three extremes in legal scholarship trying to reduce it to its moral, its empirical/factual, or its formal/conceptual dimension. If anything characterizes European legal scholarship, Kumm argues, it would be the continuous attempts to integrate the formal, the empirical and the moral dimensions of law. At the same time, he acknowledges: ‘There might not be much agreement on how, exactly, the various elements complement one another and why.’ We believe Kumm is right in pointing to disagreement here, but wonder whether this is not where methodology should come into the picture?

Kumm seems to admire the methodological pluralism in the U.S., where he feels legal scholars to a large extent apply the methodologies of other disciplines to law. As we have demonstrated above by referring to the debate on methodology in empirical legal scholarship, this is exactly where the problems in U.S. legal scholarship have come to the surface; lawyers neglecting the rules of inference that accompany the methods and techniques of the social sciences. We also have serious doubts whether the answer to this is the outsourcing of legal research to scholars with a non-legal background, as Kumm argues is already taking place in the elite law schools in the U.S. We believe it is just as impossible to undertake good multidisciplinary or empirical research without a proper understanding of legal doctrine as it is to conduct solid doctrinal research with at least some knowledge of facts and fact finding. One needs this understanding, not in the last place, in order to be able to raise the right questions without making a mockery of law and legal theory. If the opposite were true, things would be a lot easier and there would probably not have been such a long history of frictions between legal formalism, naturalism and (new) legal realism in the U.S. and in Europe.

4. An Agenda for Revitalization of European Doctrinal Research

One of the great advantages of the study of European law from a methodological viewpoint is that it does not have this long history of battles between formalism, naturalism and legal realism. Moreover, traditional doctrinal legal scholarship is already changing because of the Europeanization of different
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legal fields. This should facilitate in making our spirits ready for a revitalization of doctrinal legal research with more emphasis on methodology (!) and theory (!).

We do not have the illusion that we can come up with a simple blueprint for a European methodology of law and legal research. What we will sketch hereafter are some thoughts and ideas that need further research and debate. We sincerely believe, however, that such a methodology debate is useful and necessary and should not be postponed simply because it implies a willingness to take a long ride on a bumpy and winding road. ‘Reflexion auf eigenes Tun’ is never easy, but European law has a lot to gain from it. Having said this, what are some of the implications of the revitalization of European law we are supposing?

1. European legal research, doctrinal or not doctrinal should start with a disclosure of ideological preconceptions. This is the major lesson we can learn from the instrumental use of law in the aftermath of 1968, by legal leftist lawyers who intended to change society via law and by rightist lawyers who intended to preserve the status quo or even wanted to turn the clock back to the 19th century. Emphasis has to be put on ‘disclosure’, as we all start as legal scholars from preconceptions in our research. What is needed is a constant process of ‘Selbstvergewisserung’ and of ‘Hinterfragen’ of these pre-conceptions, whatever they are. This will not be possible without having a sound background in legal methodology, which cannot be understood without reference to legal theory. Methodology determines how one looks at legal problems. It sets the ‘rules of the game’. An interesting case in point is the debate on the legal origins thesis – the thesis that legal origin impacts economic growth and the common law is better for economic growth than the civil law – challenging traditional approaches to comparative law that have not paid much attention to the economic consequences of legal regimes and how these can be explained.158

2. European doctrinal legal research should be freed from the role model and research methods of the judge as its sole point of reference and look for answers to the question what can be the added value of a legal scholarship that goes beyond being a service for legal practice.159 We believe this indicates that academic legal research should primarily be engaged with trying to understand what is behind the law on a certain subject, why lawmakers operate as they do, why they look for legal answers to (certain) societal problems instead of pursuing alternatives to law, and why the law says what it says instead of pondering about how the answer to a legal problem can be embedded in the legal system. Legal practitioners are capable of doing the latter, but they are usually not interested or do not have the time to look for the answers to these ‘why’ questions.160

3. Since European lawmakers are increasingly emphasizing the importance of evidence-based lawmaking (impact assessments, consultations, expert advice etcetera), a doctrinal legal scholarship that wants to stay in touch with legal practice without being lured into ‘herd behaviour’ should start asking critical questions, such as: how is the empirical evidence on which new EU laws are being based collected and what guarantees are build into the process to prevent ‘policy-based evidence making’? What are, or should be, the legal consequences if EU institutions neglect their own rules, guidelines and procedures for lawmaking and facilitate integration without or beyond law? What ‘rules of recognition’ could or should the ECJ apply

when deciding over the question whether alternative modes of governance are legally relevant and how can the legitimacy of those rules can be assessed?

4. If consensus can be reached, now or in the future, about the importance of a ‘law in context’ approach as, for instance, advocated by Francis Snyder, the founding father and editor in chief of the European Law Journal, this needs to be reflected in legal education in order to ascertain that lawyers and legal researchers are cognisant of the most important parameters of political science, law & economics, comparative law and empirical legal research methods. We can quote Kyle and Hutchinson here, who have stated: ‘More extensive training needs to be offered in fundamental research. This is ‘Research deigned to secure a deeper understanding of law as a social phenomenon, including research on the historical, philosophical, linguistic, economic, social or political implications of law.’ […] Fundamental research, which can include empirical and social science models, needs to be part of the graduating lawyers’ research skills and attributes.’

5. It is of vital importance that the introduction to these other ‘non-legal’ research methodologies does not replace the training in doctrinal research but come on top of that training and that they are taught in combination with doctrinal methods. Again this is a lesson to be drawn from the revision of legal education initiated in the aftermath of 1968 in many European countries. If one of the major problems of doctrinal research(ers) is that they do not possess a good understanding of how normative and empirical arguments interact, then that is exactly what we should work on. As far as we are concerned, this should not imply that we want to turn law students into amateur social or political scientists or economists, but they should at least be able to understand (some of) the language and methods that other (social) sciences apply in order to learn more about the value, validity and reliability of non-doctrinal research methods and techniques. Moreover, law students should be taught how facts and fact finding play a role in legal decision making in, for example, teleological interpretation, considerations of proportionality and subsidiarity in the interpretation and application of European law and in ‘Normkonkretisierung’ or the filling in of open norms and legal principles.

6. For doctrinal research itself the latter means raising awareness as to what methodology actually entails and why it is particularly important for those scholars who focus on European law in their research. We believe that especially European legal scholarship can no longer rely on the informal ‘elephant paths’ earlier generations may (or may not) have laid down for others to follow. The plurality of sources on which European law rests, the interrelation between national and European law, the blurring of the public private divide in EU law and the introduction of new modes of government and governance have made the system extremely complex, fluid and unstable. Moreover, the instrumentalization of European legal scholarship has led to a lack of critical distance towards the object of legal research. In combination these developments underline the importance of methodological rules that can help to filter out poor research and function as ‘a mediator between the researcher’s
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subjective beliefs and opinions and the data and evidence that he or she produces through research."  

7. Revitalization entails, among other things: more attention from legal scholarship for the advantages of a solid research design, with special attention for the formulation of a good research question/hypothesis, which: challenges researchers to embed their research in a scholarly debate by showing on whose shoulders they stand and where they deviate from mainstream thinking; explains what the theoretical relevance of their research is, in other words, what doctrinal positions or other theories are being attacked, adjusted or strengthened, or how certain developments in positive law can be explained or predicted; highlights ones research aim with respect to what will be added to the existing body of knowledge on the subject, and to explain what methods or techniques will be used to answer the research question and justifies why this approach is suitable for that purpose.

8. A revitalized doctrinal European legal scholarship should not be mistaken for ‘methodological fetishism’ or for a strict separation between methods of legal scholarship and methods of law and policymaking. On the contrary, if ‘policy’ means ‘a course of action adopted or proposed by an organization or person, more specifically an action which implies a choice of one action among others’  

To be continued
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